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Office Projects:
On Treadmill or On Life Support?



Site selection can be a complex, time-consuming process of elimination.

Many organizations have been forced to pivot and adopt new collaborative practices

with their workforce.

The notion of the global supply chain and the goal of positioning corporate office

locations primarily in larger cities may now be losing their allure.

The number of remote workers was already on the rise before the coronavirus

outbreak and many companies already operate 100-percent remotely.

In this presentation, we will also discuss the dynamic commercial real estate market.

Location decisions for office projects remain largely slowed as companies continue

remote work policies. We will also ask these questions:

Understanding the Site Selection Process
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KEY QUESTIONS

Where will your next office be located?
• Densely-populated cities may be falling out of favor
• More and more people want to avoid long commutes and rely on public

transportation

Is “urban exodus” for real?
• Realignment was in motion long before 2020
• Smaller metros are attractive options for job seekers
• In search of a less hectic pace and great quality of life, at a more affordable

cost of living.



KEY QUESTIONS

What does the hybrid workforce want out of their office space?
• The number of remote workers was already on the rise before the coronavirus

outbreak
• Many companies already operate 100-percent remotely.

How should we balance the need for in-person and virtual employee
experiences?

• While productivity is up, many leaders tell us that culture, team dynamics and
depth of relationships are suffering

• Organizations to proactively experiment with and rollout new models of work.
• There’ll be no “one-size-fits-all.”

These are just some of the questions I will be answering in my
presentation….



COV ID -19 IMPACT ON S I TE SE LECT ION

How will this location decision help my business be more resilient in the face of current and future
disruptions?

Are we moving or standing still?

I S REMOTE WORK HERE TO STAY?

Employers and employees alike are increasingly comfortable with a future that involves work from
anywhere

CORPORATE LOCAT ION DEC I S IONS TRENDS

Are both state and local level pro-growth or over-burdened with red tape and regulations?

IMPACT OF TRAFF I C ON OFF ICE S I TE SE LECT ION

Using price-to-rent ration, compare median home prices to rents.

SHOULD COMPAN IES CONS IDER THE “HUBQUARTERS MODEL”

Hubquarters offer employees multiple options to work in person with colleagues as well as
independently closer to or at home.



COVID-19 IMPACT ON SITE SELECTION

Virtual services may remain in demand and may require additional 
investments. 

The integration of both physical and virtual business models may reframe 
investments in both infrastructure and workforces for many years to come.

Will it be eternal?1



PANDEMIC IMPACTS ON TALENT AVAILABILITY

Q: How will this location decision help my business be more resilient in
the face of current and future disruptions?

A: Develop “return to the workplace” plans that cover health and safety, wellbeing,
office space and client considerations. In addition to providing a consistent
approach

Q: What will my employees think of this decision and how should we
balance the need for in-person and virtual employee experiences?

A: Robust Experiences, consider all aspects of the employee’s day – digital, cultural
and physical – and ensure they hit the sweet spot of educational, escapist,
aesthetic, and entertainment realms of experience



PANDEMIC IMPACTS ON TALENT AVAILABILITY

Q: What are our long-term real estate needs and how do they contribute
to our competitiveness?

A: Where does my talent live?
• Employers need to keep a pulse on the twists and turns as a company

workforce matures in age. Many millennials with young families now live in
the suburban areas.

• Many companies want to provide a culture of walkability to lunch in a more
urban setting, such as downtown. (Tradeoff is parking availability and costs.)

• Locating closer to employees’ homes, schools and family activities may lend
itself to locating in a suburban location, as we are seeing a growth in the
business sector in once bedroom communities



IS REMOTE WORK HERE TO STAY

No commute, no one stopping by your desk to ask you a “quick” question, no need 
to even change out of your pajamas in the morning if you don’t feel like it.
These companies invest in retreats, offsite team-building activities and 
conferences to build a sense of community and belonging.
What’s not to love about working from home? 

Why work from home? 2



IMPACT OF HYBRID MODEL

The hybrid model grew from business owners and employees alike who found that
they missed aspects of working in a physical office space, like the in-person
relationships between coworkers, and being able to work without the competing in-
home demands of children and spouses.
We are overwhelmingly hearing that employees value the innovations that come
from talking things out in person. They want the flexibility to work both at home and
at the office.



Remote work creates new challenges around compensation and taxes. For
companies located in cities with a higher cost of living, paying a high salary to an
employee who relocates to a low-cost geography can lead to inequitable
compensation.

Tax Considerations

With local governments needing to sustain tax revenue, personal taxes are under
heavy scrutiny—employees may take on more tax liability than they realize.

HOW DOES REMOTE WORK IMPACT 
COMPENSATION AND TAXES?



Also, following South Dakota v. Wayfair, Inc., companies must be aware of state
legislation that leads to unforeseen income, payroll, sales, and personal property
taxes. These include:

• State nexus and foreign-permanent establishment. Employers often must file
additional tax returns and make US foreign-activity disclosures for employees
in foreign jurisdictions.

• Employee multistate filings. Out-of-state employees may need to file
personal income tax returns in multiple states.

• Home-office programs. Employers that subsidize employees’ home-office
equipment may need to pay personal property taxes in various states and
counties.

HOW DOES REMOTE WORK IMPACT 
COMPENSATION AND TAXES?



CORPORATE LOCATION DECISIONS TRENDS

The initial market disruption has been significant 

Go from the “fewer and bigger” to “more and smaller” strategy

Pandemic has triggered a fundamental shift from growth 
centric to a holding pattern3



PANDEMIC EFFECT ON LOCATION DECISIONS

Three factors come to mind:
1. Specifically, which projects will go forward?

• Capital projects are now on hold (with only a few exceptions)
• Uncertainty in buyer demand, government regulations, and financial

performance have caused a major “time-out” in both the public and private
sectors.

• Corporations will not be comfortable making long-term decisions, and
monies associated with location analysis are better spent elsewhere



PANDEMIC EFFECT ON LOCATION DECISIONS

Three factors come to mind:
2. How will overall location strategies be modified?

• Consolidation vs. Diversification
The benefits of consolidated campuses are that having fewer locations makes
it easier to manage, build culture, reduce real estate costs and create better
career paths for employees.



PANDEMIC EFFECT ON LOCATION DECISIONS



PANDEMIC EFFECT ON LOCATION DECISIONS

Three factors come to mind:
3. How will the way the location process is conducted be altered?

• Healthcare infrastructure is another consideration that will likely become
more prominent in location strategies going forward.



HEALTHCARE INFRASTRUCTURE

Access to quality and 
affordable healthcare due 
to the heightened risks 
brought on by the 
pandemic, companies are 
highly focused on the 
health and safety of their 
employees.

TOP 10 MARKETS

1 Boston 6 San Francisco

2 Los Angeles 7 Ann Arbor

3 New York 8 San Jose

4 Baltimore 9 Houston

5 Chicago 10 Seattle

The map shows the 31 highest-scoring markets on a healthcare index that considers
infrastructure, quality of care and access



IMPACT OF TRAFFIC ON OFFICE SITE SELECTION

4 Americans lost an average of 97 hours to roadway congestion in 2018, time
valued at a cost of nearly $87 billion, or an average of $1,348 per driver.

41% of employees have left a job due to long commutes, while 60% expect their
employers to help lessen their transportation woes

Office location is contingent on multiple factors, including existing employee
commute times, access to a skilled labor pool, parking availability, access to
public transit, proximity to existing clients, surrounding amenities, proximity to
airports and hotels, and where senior executives live.

How are office tenants adapting their location 
decisions to address this employee concern?



PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION

U.S. Cities
with the Most 
Roadway 
Congestion
Based on 
Hours and 
Value Lost 
Per Driver

Source: INRIX National Traffic Scorecard, NKF Research



PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION



PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION



5 Employers are looking at innovative workplace models.

One idea is a network of smaller locations designed for both collaboration and
independent work. These could be a cluster of small offices, coworking spaces
and other remote locations, including home offices.

Offer employees multiple options to work in person with colleagues as well as
independently closer to or at home.

Are companies are finally moving away from the 
traditional workplace?

CONSIDERING THE “HUBQUARTERS” MODEL



BENEFITS OF HUBQUARTERS

Maintaining a large, half-empty headquarters prohibits many companies
from having smaller satellite offices.
Hubquarters not only take up less space and require less energy use from
appliances, air conditioning and heating, they reduce companies’ carbon
footprint by decreasing emissions from shorter commutes.

Satisfaction Morale

Engagement

1. Satisfied employees in the U.S. are twice as likely as
unsatisfied employees to say that collaboration makes them
feel more productive.

2. 50% of all “happy” employees collaborate with five or more
people on any given day.

3. 70% who described themselves as satisfied with their job indicated they
collaborate with people outside of their office at least once or twice a week.



BENEFITS OF HUBQUARTERS

Amazon has opened offices in 17 North American cities
with plans to open six more, which closely resembles the
hubquarters model.

Last year, Google executives said they were considering
adding smaller hub offices to give employees more
flexibility around where they live.

And Fujitsu recently announced plans to reduce its office
footprint by 50 percent while giving employees the option
to work from home, a hub or satellite offices closer to
where they live.



REPORTS OF THE INDUSTRY’S DEATH 
ARE GREATLY EXAGGERATED

I do not foresee large, long-term vacancies to the brick-and-mortar office
space. I think we are going to see less of an impact on suburban CRE office
markets and maybe even an uptick there. There will be much less impact
there than expected
I can see repurposing them for other areas of CRE, like industrial space and
warehousing. Adaptive-reuse investment strategies are already being
considered for shuttered spaces caused by the pandemic vacancy, from
nursing homes to office spaces.
There is a lot of office space that could be converted to residential
apartments.



REPORTS OF THE INDUSTRY’S DEATH 
ARE GREATLY EXAGGERATED

There is a lot of office space that could be converted to residential
apartments.

And those companies who still need large amounts of office space?

Some are leaving the high-cost big cities behind and setting up shop in
more affordable areas. For these towns, the commercial real estate market
could boom.

Throughout history people have left cities because of pandemics and
economic downturns, only to return, every time.



“For lease” signs dot the lawns and windows of empty office
buildings. And it’s not just office buildings that sit empty.
Retail storefronts and hotel rooms lie vacant too.

Seemingly overnight, remote work become the rule, not the
exception.

68% of large-company CEOs plan to downsize their office
space because of the pandemic.

IN CONCLUSION



Companies have learned that there might be a better design
for the office. They are making that additional space
between desks and readying the office for when employees
want to return again.

Employees who work remotely much or some of the time,
will have a desk available on specific days. This allows for
employers to reduce the square footage needed for their
workforce, while keeping the in-office, in person benefits.

IN CONCLUSION
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2022 INDUSTRY MASH UPS

Consumer behavior has charged. Organizations are getting more innovative about how they respond -thinking
beyond their industry boundaries. 2022 will be the year of the industry mash up.

Think of a virtual environment where you and
your friend’s avatars go shopping together. try
on clothes in a virtual store – then order the real
clothes to be delivered to your real home.

Facebook’s plan to build a metaverse will
require it to hire 10,000 workers in Europe.

Technology Retail

Impact

+ =
Talent Implication

A high-end shopping mall chain wants to attract
shoppers back into its physical stores by
incorporating flexible workspaces and exercise
studios.

Looking outside the pool of seasoned retail
executives for hospitality expertise to bring this
vision to life

Retail Hospitality

+ =

Electric vehicle transition, autonomous driving
and personalized driving are just a few of the big
shifts in automotive transformation.

Attracting non-traditional talent is key. Coding
skills become as important as engineering.
Major effort needed in re-skilling, upskilling. and
implementing agile ways of working.

Automotive Technology

+ =



2022 INDUSTRY MASH UPS

Consumer behavior has charged. Organizations are getting more innovative about how they respond -thinking
beyond their industry boundaries. 2022 will be the year of the industry mash up.

Multiple cases of collaboration between arch-
rivals in life sciences sometimes between big
pharma and smaller companies that have
developed innovative new technologies and
therapies

How do you protect the innovative aspects of
the culture of small companies being bought by
big companies? So far, the prevailing approach
is to leave the acquired company alone.

Big Pharma Little Pharma

+ =

The media/technology mash up is creating a
new level of personalization. Netflix uses AI,
data science and machine learning to make
personalized movie recommendations and
display a set of thumbnails unique to the
individual user

Employees expect the same level of
personalization in their work life as they
experience in their personal lives

Media Technology

+ =

Impact Talent Implication
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